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Physically inspecting a boat before you make an offer is important, but 
it will not tell you everything you need to know about the vessel. Some 
expensive problems are not easily observable during a routine inspection 
and examining the service history can serve as a useful warning sign of 
nasty surprises which could potentially pop up down the track.

This guide explores the core elements to look for in a boat’s service history 
and contains practical checklists to help assess a boat and any red flags 
which may be identified in the service history.
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THE FIRST STEP
Knowing what type of motor and the associated servicing requirements is the first step to assessing 
a boat. The engine types which are most common in Australia are inboard sterndrives, inboard shaft 
drives, outboard and inboard pod drives. Understanding the maintenance needs of each drive type 
can help a buyer identify gaps in the service history and potential risks in a vessel. Next, petrol and 
diesel engines have their own set of servicing requirements. There are also elements which will 
require servicing regardless of the engine type, such as antifouling, anodes, oils and filters.

Service History Essentials

THE VALUE OF SERVICE HISTORY
A boat’s service history will provide valuable insight into how well a boat has been maintained. 
While a well-advertised and photographed boat might appear to be a good purchase, if it has not 
been regularly and properly serviced it may be concealing expensive issues. Screening a boat’s 
service history can help identify potential problem areas, which need attention or serve as indicator 
that it’s best to search for another vessel.

Before you consider putting an offer on a boat or booking a survey, it is important to research what 
should appear on a boat’s service history. A recent or regular service history does not mean the 
engine is not harboring potential faults. 

A boat that has just been serviced or has been serviced on a regular basis may have missed some 
of the core components of maintenance. This guide unpacks the key components which should 
feature on a service history and provides a general indication on how often each item may appear 
in a regularly serviced boat. It is important to note that time frames on servicing and replacement 
may vary as per the manufacturers specification and this is a general guide only.
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STERNDRIVES
Sterndrives combine inboard power with outboard drive. The engine sits inside the back of the boat 
and connects to the drive unit, which lies outside the hull. Sterndrive units typically have single or 
twin (duo) propeller configurations and can be found in a number of different brands. Volvo Penta 
and Mercruiser are the two prominent brands in Australia.

Every sterndrive that lives in the water has to be removed at least once a year to check the core 
components. If these guidelines are not followed, there is the potential for the universals to fill with 
water, putting the gimbal bearing at risk of wearing out quickly and failing.

Check the last time the sterndrive was removed. A proper service will see the sterndrive taken off, 
allowing the bellows and gimbal bearing to be inspected for water and leaks and then put back 
together with new gaskets. If this has not been done it is necessary to factor in a proper service 
immediately and be aware that more issues may be uncovered when the sterndrive is removed. 
Sometimes a service history will include a sterndrive service, where only the oil has been changed 
and the anodes replaced, but this is not adequate as it will not be able to detect if there is water in 
the universals.

Sterndrives use rubber bellows that house drive components and protect them from saltwater entry. 
Check when the bellows were last changed as generally if a boat lives in the water the bellows will 
last two to three years.

The transom assembly, or gimbal housing, direct the forces produced by the propeller and sterndrive 
to accelerate and steer a boat through the water. If the transom assembly is nearing 10 years old, 
it is likely near the end of its lifecycle. Additional issues can be found when a transom assembly is 
inspected, such as exhaust horn corrosion, which cannot be assessed until the engine comes out of 
the boat. Usually these issues arise when there has been a leak for a long period of time.
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SHAFT DRIVES
Shaft drives have an inboard engine, with a shaft through the hull which drives a propeller. The vessel 
is steered by a rudder, which is located behind the propeller. Shaft drives are less maintenance but 
there are two key elements to watch out for in a service history: shaft seals and rudder seals.

Shaft seals prevents the passage of fluids along a rotating shaft. Both shaft and rudder seals prevent 
water from entering the hull. They can last between five to 10 years depending on the type of seal 
fitted. One of the main types of rudder seals are lip seals, which generally need replacing before they 
are five years old. Other common types are Packing Style Seal and Packingless Shaft Seal, which may 
last 10 years, provided they have been adjusted as required during regular servicing. There is a lot 
of variation in the time these seals will last for and if in doubt, consult the manufacturer. Shaft seals 
which leak early can often be due to an accident by a previous owner who has hit the bottom.

POD DRIVE
Vessels fitted with pod drives have the engine mounted either in the mid or the rear of the boat, 
with a “pod” incorporating the transmission, propellers and the outdrive, which goes straight through 
the bottom of the boat. Pods have two counter-rotating propellers per pod and can steer left to 
right. The two most popular brands are Volvo IPS and Cummins/Mercruiser Zeus drive.

In the service history of a pod drive, look for a reseal in between the last five and 10 years. This 
involves changing all the seals in the pod. If a pod has not being involved in an accident, seals can 
last for up to 10 years.

It is also especially important to check the anodes have been changed every year, otherwise the 
pod could suffer from corrosion. 
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OUTBOARD
Outboards have the engine attached to the stern, on the outside of the boat. It is a single 
unit, which includes the engine and transmission in the one package. Currently nearly all of 
the outboards commonly sold in Australia are petrol, with some of the major brands including 
Yamaha, Suzuki, Mercury, Honda and Tohatsu.

Outboards require yearly servicing. During this service, it is important that the anodes, timing belt 
and thermostat are checked and replaced if necessary. Typically, anodes will need replacing 
yearly, depending on the manufacturer. Generally, timing belts will require replacing around every 
five years, depending on the product used.

The thermostat helps to regulate the temperature of the engine, so it runs efficiently. It will 
prevent cooling water from entering the engine until necessary. The thermostat needs to be 
checked during the yearly service for operation.
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PETROL ENGINES
Petrol engines in Australia can be sterndrive, shaft drive or outboard. Common issues in sterndrive petrol 
engines include failure of manifolds and exhaust risers while in outboard engines, blockages to cooling 
systems can often emerge. 

The role of manifolds is to collect exhaust gases, while exhaust risers stop water from backing up into the 
engine through the exhaust piping and introduce cooling water into the exhaust exit piping system.  
If manifolds and exhaust risers have not been replaced in the last five years and they are not showing on the 
service history, it is likely they will need to be. If a new owner of a boat needs to replace manifolds, risers and 
exhaust elbows on a twin-engine sterndrive, they may be facing costs upwards of $7000. Outboard engines 
do not have manifolds and risers and instead they have water jackets to perform a similar function. Water 
jackets should be checked every five years but this is not usually part of a routine service.

Petrol engines which have a closed-loop cooling system with a heat exchanger require annual cleaning, 
replacement of anodes and inspection for corrosion. If a heat exchanger is approaching five to 10 years old, 
it will likely need repair or replacement in the short-term future.

An engine’s spark plug must also be inspected during a yearly service. If the spark plug is fouled or damaged, 
it can lead to the engine not starting, loss of power, the engine cutting out and decreased acceleration.
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DIESEL ENGINES
Diesel engines in Australia can be sterndrives, shaft drives, pod drives and very rarely, outboard. Diesel 
engines require less maintenance, but it is vital the cooling systems receive a regular saltwater service. 

 

Some engines may have undergone a barnacle buster flush, which does not substitute a saltwater service. 
A barnacle buster flush does not require the cooling system to be disassembled, and instead sees a solution 
run through the engine to flush it out. However, this does not allow for detection of internal corrosion and 
it could see a leaking aftercooler go undetected. Do not assume the cooling system has undergone proper 
maintenance just because a boat is advertised as having “just been serviced”.

Diesel turbochargers need to be removed and inspected every five years to check if the elbow is prone to 
leakage, corrosion and signs of water getting back into the turbocharger. A leaking exhaust elbow will see 
water going back into the turbocharger. It is important to get ahead of leakage problems as replacing a 
turbocharger and an elbow will cost more than double the amount of just replacing an elbow.
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A saltwater service involves removing the heat exchanger, the aftercooler, the oil cooler and any fuel coolers 
so they can be stripped down, the seals replaced, pressure tested and then reassembled. The time frame of 
this will be dictated by the engine manufacturer and ranges from two years through to five years. It is worth 
checking when the last saltwater service was undertaken, if it has not done in the last five years it will need 
to be completed.



OTHER REGULAR REQUIREMENTS
There are a several servicing requirements 
necessary regardless of the drive or fuel type.

Antifouling and foul-release coating

Antifouling and foul-release coating protect parts 
of a boat from deterioration and marine growth. 
Antifouling is the process of applying a protective 
paint layer to the bottom of a boat which prevents 
marine growth on the hull. An often-preferred 
alternative to antifouling is to apply a foul-release 
coating, which instead of using chemicals to reduce 
fouling, creates a slick surface to prevent marine 
growth gripping. Some foul-release coating products 
may be applied to the hull, but in Australia it is often 
only used on the running gear (such as propellers, 
shafts and rudders). Propspeed is a popular foul-
release product designed for use on running gear 
only. If a service history lists Propspeed, it means 
a foul-release coating has been applied to the 
running gear.  It is recommended the same coating 
be reapplied depending on what has been done 
previously, provided the results are satisfactory. For 
example, some vessels might antifoul the hull and 
running gear while others use antifouling for the hull 
and Propspeed the running gear. Outboards may 
need application of antifouling or Propspeed, but this 
varies depending on the manufacturer and model. 

Anodes

Anodes also protect parts of a boat. They are 
sacrificial blocks of either zinc or aluminium that 
act to safeguard underwater metal parts of a boat. 
Anodes are designed to deplete before the parts 
which they are mounted or connected to, including 
the sterndrives, shafts, propellers and rudders. If this 
has not been completed yearly, there is the risk the 
anodes have completely eroded, causing expensive 
parts to be exposed to corrosion. Anodes need to be 
calculated appropriately, as fitting too many, too little, 
or an incorrect type can affect the results. Without 
regular antifouling, there is the risk of barnacle 
growth, which would need to be removed straight 
away and the boat antifouled before it is used. Any 
boat which does not have a history of antifouling and 
anodes in the last two years is a high-risk item and 
likely prone to defects.

Pumps

The impeller pumps cold water into a boat’s engine 
to cool it down while in use and will typically need 
replacing yearly. This is usually assessed at the same 
time the sea water pump is inspected for leaks and 
wear and replaced if necessary. The sea water 
pumps on engines provide cooling water for the 
engine and tend to last around five years. If they 
fail and leak, they can cause corrosion. If there is 
nothing in the service history on sea water pumps, it 
is safe to assume they will need to be done shortly.

Oils and filters

All engine types will often need oils and filters 
checked during routine services and likely replaced, 
depending on their condition. Specifically, gearbox 
and engine oil will need to be checked, as will oil 
and fuel filters.
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HOW OFTEN SHOULD A BOAT BE SERVICED?
A common area of confusion in service history is the recommendation for a boat to be serviced every 100 
hours or one year. This requirement refers to whichever occurs first. Even if a boat has not completed 100 
hours, once it reaches an additional year of age a service is required as dictated by the manufacturer, 
and vice versa. Even if an engine is running without an issue it is vital to complete services on time to 
prevent minor issues emerging, or escalating to major problems. For example, a boat could have a cooling 
system that is not overheating but may be hiding an internal leak or have hidden corrosion which cannot 
be seen unless it is disassembled during a service.

CHECKLISTS
BoatBuy has put together a series of practical checklists to help assess if a boat’s service history indicates 
it has been regularly and properly serviced. It is important to note these checklists look to identify the 
most common areas which issues may arise and are not a substitute for a professional inspection. 
Recommended servicing time frames may vary depending on the manufacturer of individual parts and the 
checklists are to be used as a general guide only.

The colour coding scale is used to indicate the potential cost of completing that item.  
Green is used to indicate the time frame which should generally appear in a service history. This indicates 
the servicing requirements of that part are up-to-date and are less likely to present an issue. Yellow, 
orange and red indicate the increasing potential risk and associated cost.
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The last 12 months 2-5 years 5-10 years
Not mentioned, over 10 
years old, assume it will 

need to be done

Sterndrive removed and bellows  
and gimbal bearing inspected

Gearbox oil replaced

Engine oil replaced

Oil and fuel filters replaced

Antifouling and/or Propspeed of the 
hull and running gear

Anodes replaced on the sterndrive

Anodes replaced on the hull

Transom assembly replaced

Impeller changed, sea water pump  
inspected for leaks/wear or replaced

STERNDRIVE CHECKLIST

Service History Essentials

The last 12 months 2-5 years 5-10 years
Not mentioned, over 10 
years old, assume it will 

need to be done

Sparkplugs inspected and replaced  
as necessary 

Replacement of manifolds

Replacement of exhaust risers

Freshwater Cooled Engines Only

Servicing/replacement of heat  
exchanger/oil coolers

The last 12 months 2-5 years 5-10 years
Not mentioned, over 10 
years old, assume it will 

need to be done

Saltwater service of cooling system, 
including:
• Stripping of heat exchanger, the 

aftercooler, the oil cooler and any 
fuel coolers

• All seals replaced and pressure tested

Exhaust elbow checked for signs  
of leakage

IF THE ENGINE IS PETROL

IF THE ENGINE IS DIESEL
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The last 12 months 2-5 years 5-10 years
Not mentioned, over 10 
years old, assume it will 

need to be done

Shaft seal and rudder seals replaced, 
depending on the type of seal used:
• Lip seal
• Packing style seal
• Packingless shaft seal

Gearbox and engine oil checked

Oil and fuel filters replaced

Antifouling and/or propspeed of the 
hull and running gear

Anodes replaced

Impeller changed, sea water pump 
inspected for leaks/wear or replaced

SHAFT DRIVE CHECKLIST

Service History Essentials

The last 12 months 2-5 years 5-10 years
Not mentioned, over 10 
years old, assume it will 

need to be done

Spark plugs inspected and replaced  
as necessary 

Replacement of manifolds

Replacement of exhaust risers

Freshwater Cooled Engines Only

Servicing/replacement of heat  
exchanger/oil coolers

The last 12 months 2-5 years 5-10 years
Not mentioned, over 10 
years old, assume it will 

need to be done

Saltwater service of cooling system, 
including:
• Stripping of heat exchanger, the 

aftercooler, the oil cooler and any 
fuel coolers

• All seals replaced and pressure tested

Exhaust elbow checked for signs  
of leakage

IF THE ENGINE IS PETROL

IF THE ENGINE IS DIESEL
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The last 12 months 2-5 years 5-10 years
Not mentioned, over 10 
years old, assume it will 

need to be done

A reseal, replacing all of the seals  
in the pod

Gearbox oil replaced

Gearbox filters replaced

Antifouling and/or Propspeed of  
the hull and running gear

Anodes replaced

Impeller changed, sea water pump 
inspected for leaks/wear or replaced

Saltwater service of cooling system, 
including:
• Stripping of heat exchanger, the  

aftercooler, the oil cooler and any 
fuel coolers

• All seals replaced and pressure tested

Exhaust elbow checked for signs  
of leakage

POD DRIVE CHECKLIST
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The last 12 months 2-5 years 5-10 years
Not mentioned, over 10 
years old, assume it will 

need to be done

Servicing with the following checked 
and replaced, if necessary:
• Impeller
• Engine block cooling system anodes
• Thermostat

Timing belts checked and if necessary, 
replaced

Engine oil replaced

Gearbox oil replaced

Sparkplugs inspected and replaced as 
necessary

Oil and fuel filters replaced

Antifouling and/or prop speed of the 
hull and running gear

Anodes replaced on the outboard 
lower unit leakage

Antifouling of lower unit on outboard  
– if it is required by the manufacturer

Sea water pump inspected for  
leaks/wear or replaced

OUTBOARD CHECKLIST

“A boat with  
some issues may 
still be worth  
your money.”
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PAGE 2

WHAT NOW?
You have done your evaluation, equipped yourself 
with knowledge on your prospective new boat and 
it hasn’t come up perfect. A boat with some issues 
may still be worth your money. Knowing the indicators 
of potential problems can be useful in negotiating 
a fair price or may serve as a warning to broaden 
your search to another boat, rather than progressing 
with the purchase. If your evaluation determines it is 
worth proceeding, you need to factor getting these 
problems fixed into your asking price, or request a 
relevant service is completed before you buy the boat. 
Be aware that an incomplete service history may mean 
there are unidentified problems, and extra costs.

The service history will provide a good insight into 
the maintenance and condition of a boat, but a 
pre-purchase marine survey and mechanical inspection 
can further identify defects or at-risk parts. BoatBuy 
provides comprehensive Marine Survey and Mechanical 
Inspections in Sydney Harbour, Port Hacking, 
Hawkesbury, Botany, Pittwater and surrounds. All of 
BoatBuy’s inspections are completed onsite and include 
photos of any defects, with reports emailed on the 
same day of the inspection.

BoatBuy’s Pre-Purchase Marine Surveys include a 
structural hull survey and a survey of the engines and 
machinery. Unlike most competitors, BoatBuy only 
employs dual-certified Marine Surveyors and Engineers 
to provide one report with the most complete picture 
of a vessel possible. BoatBuy has all of the latest 
technology including oil sampling, thermal imaging 
and most computer diagnostic software and all Marine 
Surveys are accepted by major insurance companies 
when applying for insurance.

To find out how BoatBuy can help you make an 
informed decision on your next boat purchase,  
visit boatbuy.com.au or call 02 9188 5182. 
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GLOSSARY
Aftercooler: The aftercooler is involved in the process of cooling air entering a diesel engine. The 
aftercooler acts to cool the air which has been heated by the turbocharger during pressurisation. This is 
achieved by running seawater through tubes inside the aftercooler, allowing the heat from the air to be 
transferred to the seawater, which then exits the boat. The idea is, the aftercooler cools the air, making it 
more dense and enabling more air and fuel to be combusted in fewer engine cycles.

Anode: Often referred to as a sacrificial anode, an anode is a block of either zinc or aluminium that 
is used to safeguard underwater metal parts of a boat or cooling passages in a motor. Anodes are 
designed to corrode before the parts which they are mounted or connected to, including the sterndrives, 
shafts, propellers, rudders and internal cooling passages. Replacing anodes will help protect the (often 
expensive) parts which they are saving from corrosion.

Antifouling: Antifouling is the most common painting job carried out by boat owners. Antifouling paint is 
applied to the hull and running gear (such as propellers, shafts and rudders) to prevent the attachment 
of fouling organisms, including barnacles, weeds and slime, which can cause serious problems. The paint 
prevents growth by releasing chemicals which impede marine life growth.

Barnacle buster flush: A barnacle buster flush is a budget means of cleaning a cooling system, without 
disassembling it. A hose runs barnacle buster fluid through the engine to flush out and dissolve barnacles, 
zebra mussels, calcium, rust, lime and other mineral deposits.

Bellows: Bellows house drive components and protect them from saltwater entry. They are designed to 
keep the water out whilst also being flexible as the drive unit moves around. Damaged bellows that go 
unnoticed can result in a sunken boat.

Closed-loop cooling system: A closed-loop cooling system can be set up in a number of ways – closed 
loop half, or closed loop full. A closed-loop cooling system generally pumps ocean or lake water through 
a heat exchanger to remove heat from an engine. On one side of the heat exchanger is saltwater, and 
on the other side is “coolant”, a substance which runs through the engine, avoiding any saltwater from 
running through the block.

Exhaust riser: The exhaust riser is where exhaust gases and water are fed from the manifold to combine 
and continue their trip overboard.

Foul-release coating: A foul-release coating is an alternative to antifouling but achieves the same 
objective of preventing marine growth from attaching to underwater surfaces. It achieves this by creating 
a slick surface which is difficult for marine organisms to adhere to. A popular brand of foul-release 
coating is Propspeed and applying foul-release coating to a boat’s running gear is often just referred to 
as “Propspeed”. It’s important to note that Propspeed is designed for running gear only, and not designed 
for the hull.

Fuel cooler: A fuel cooler removes excess heat from the fuel. Cooler fuel is denser and can translate into 
more horsepower that is available from the engine.

Gasket: A gasket is a shaped sheet or ring of rubber or other material which seals the junction between 
two surfaces in an engine. Gaskets help prevent leaks and protect moving parts from wear by stopping 
them from rubbing against each other. 
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GLOSSARY (cont.)
Gimbal bearing: Gimbal bearings are specialty ball bearings used in boat engine drive shafts to maintain 
alignment.

Heat exchanger: The heat exchanger is what a closed-loop cooling system uses to remove heat from the 
engines. Raw ocean or lake water is pumped into small tubes inside the heat exchanger. These tubes will 
absorb and exchange heat from the engine’s circulating water, and then the raw water will exit the heat 
exchanger towards the exhaust risers to be dumped overboard.

Impeller: The impeller pumps cold sea water around a boat engine cooling system to cool it down while in use.

Lip seals: Lip seals fit around the shaft. Instead of compressing two faces against each other, a spring 
compresses a rubber ring against the shaft to prevent water from leaking.

Manifold: The manifold is a metal pipe within a pipe. It collects the hot exhaust gasses from the engine into 
an inner “pipe” which is cooled by running water running through the outer casing. The manifold leads to the 
exhaust riser. Without cooling the gases using the water, the hot gas would burn through a hose or thin wall 
pipe very quickly.

Oil cooler: Oil coolers are a type of heat exchanger which uses water from the lake or ocean to decrease the 
temperature of the engine’s oil.

Outboard: Boats with an outboard motor have the engine attached to the stern, on the outside of the boat.  
It is a single unit, which includes the engine and transmission in the one package.

Packingless/Dripless shaft seals: There are a variety of designs of dripless shaft seals. These units often use 
a face seal, which compresses a fixed bearing against a collar that is attached to the shaft.

Packing style seals: This type of seal relies upon compression of a packing material around the shaft to 
prevent water entering.

Pod drive: Vessels fitted with pod drives have the engine mounted either in the mid or the rear of the boat, with 
a “pod” incorporating the transmission, propellers and outdrive straight through the bottom.  A pod can steer 
left to right, and the two most popular brands are Volvo IPS and Cummins/Mercruiser Zeus drive.

Rudder: the rudder is a flat piece at the back of a boat, which is moved from side to side to control the 
direction of travel.

Rudder seal: Rudder seals prevent water from entering the vessel, whilst still allowing the rudder to move.

Running gear: Running gear usually refers to the parts of an engine below the waterline and on the external 
surface. For example, the propeller, shafts and rudders.

Sea water pump: The sea water pump on marine engines pump sea water to the engine to act as cooling 
water. 

Spark plug: The spark plug in a petrol engine takes in high voltage electricity at one end to create a spark 
at the other end. That spark fires the air and fuel mixture within the engine and creates the combustion that 
powers a boat. A failing spark plug leads to trouble starting the engine, decreased acceleration, the engine 
cutting out and loss of power.
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GLOSSARY (cont.) 
Sterndrive: Sterndrives are one of the major drive types. They are made up of a transmission and engine 
package, which combines outboard drive with an inboard engine. Sterndrives come in many different 
combinations: large stern drives coupled with diesel engines or smaller ones coupled to petrol engines.  
They are also available from a number of manufacturers but the two most common brands in Australia, for 
example are Mercury and Volvo Penta.

Shaft drive: A boat with a shaft drive has the engine mounted inboard, with a shaft through the hull driving 
a propeller. Shaft drives may have the engine mounted in a few different positions, including (but not limited 
to) middle and rear. A rudder behind the propeller steers the vessel.

Shaft seal: Shaft seals prevent water passing through the hole where the propeller shaft penetrates through 
the bottom of the hull, while still allowing it to spin. The main types are lip seals, packing style seals and 
packingless shaft seals.

Thermostat: The thermostat helps to regulate the temperature of the engine, so it runs efficiently. It will 
prevent cooling water from entering the engine until there is enough heat for efficient combustion. Then it 
will allow cooling water to flow from the water pump through the water jacket and out the exhaust.

Timing belts: Timing belts are rubber belts which keep different moving components in a motor in sync, 
stopping them from colliding.

Transom assembly: The transom assembly, or gimbal housing, is the connection point between the engine 
and the sterndrive. It includes a plate that mounts on the inside of the boat and incorporates the rear engine 
mounts. It also includes the exterior portion on the outside of the boat. The transom assembly’s purpose is to 
direct the forces produced by the propeller and sterndrive to accelerate and steer a boat through the water.

Universals: Universals transmit the power from the gearbox to the propeller at varying angles. If there is an 
issue with the universals, they could cause damage to the bellows and gimbal bearing.

“A boat’s service 
history will provide 
valuable insight 
into how well a 
boat has been 
maintained.”
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